Our Resilient Wellington vision is that:

As Wellington changes,
everyone here will
survive and thrive.
Wellington’s resilience challenges originate
from three big systems on the move.
Our society is transforming.
Wellington’s population is growing. It is getting older, more diverse and less equitable. Some
of our homes, instead of being a source of resilience, are cold, wet and unaffordable. New
people are arriving – some will struggle to develop skills and find jobs. Some of our citizens are
disconnected from society, living on the streets at the mercy of their mental health issues or
substance addictions. Communities and the public and private sectors must share information,
trust one another, and work together more effectively to develop a better resilience culture.

The earth is moving in Wellington.
A significant seismic event is inevitable. Current efforts are focussed on saving lives but our
buildings will be damaged and it will take time before we can use them again. The energy,
transport, water and telecommunications infrastructure that serves our communities, our
Government and our business sectors are centralised and vulnerable. Central Wellington
generates eight percent of national GDP and 48 percent of regional GDP. If the robustness
and integration of knowledge, planning and governance in Wellington isn’t improved, the
consequences could be socially and economically significant.

The sea is rising.
Extreme weather is already affecting our coastline and low-lying parts of the city, damaging
seawalls and flooding homes. More intense rain and wind will cause more flooding in our streets,
land slips on our hills, damage natural and built assets, and increase maintenance costs. We are yet
to understand climate change’s physical, financial, cultural and social implications, and how we
should adapt. We have many strengths – including a stunning natural environment and insights
from Māori culture on integrating human activities with nature – but we must collaborate within
Wellington, New Zealand and even globally to find long-term solutions.
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Goal 1
p.40

People are connected, empowered and feel part of a community.
Programme 1.1
Everyone thrives

p. 42

Programme 1.2
Community resilience

p. 48

Programme 1.3
Economic resilience

p. 56

We will enable all Wellingtonians to have an opportunity

We will build on existing strengths to develop innovative

We will support our business community to improve

to enhance wellbeing for themselves and their communities.

programmes that connect and empower communities to

preparedness and strengthen our economic activity.

improve their wellbeing.
1

4

Help communities

Improve access to household resilience items
2

6

Reduce homelessness

ageing population

Goal 2
p.60

build resilience

3

Prepare for an

5

Develop sustainable

Support community spaces in taking

8

Increase economic resilience of central city
and outside hubs

on wellbeing and post-disaster roles
7

Develop disaster risk management

food networks

9

Help improve business

plans for heritage areas

10

Improve understanding
of workforce trends

continuity planning

Decision making at all levels is integrated and well informed.
Programme 2.1
Governance

p. 62

Programme 2.2
Information

p. 68

Programme 2.3
Adaptation

p. 72

Programme 2.4
Recovery

p. 76

We will ensure that resilience is integrated

We will make information on all aspects

We will raise awareness about the potential effects

We will develop a framework for successful

into our governance.

of living in Wellington easily accessible.

of climate change and sea level rise to better

recovery from any disruption.

emphasise the need for decisions to be made.

11

Introduce regulatory
tools for resilience

13

12

Review Wellington
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Lifelines Group

Undertake recovery planning for
the Wellington region

19
Encourage climate adaptation actions

the central city built environment

Goal 3
p.80

17

Develop a virtual reality model of

evaluation of resilience goals

18

Develop a communications and
engagement strategy for the Adaptation Plan

they need to make decisions
15

Maintain monitoring and

16

Give Wellingtonians information

Carry out post-earthquake housing study

Our homes and natural and built environments are healthy and robust.
Programme 3.1
Homes and telecommunication

p. 82

Programme 3.2
Water and natural environment

p. 90

Programme 3.3
Transport and energy

p. 98

We will support initiatives that contribute to Wellington homes

We will ensure that Wellingtonians always have access to water

We will work with infrastructure owners to ensure flexibility and

forming the cornerstone of the city's resilience.

services, in a way that enhances our natural environment.

robustness of transport and energy services in Wellington.
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24

28

Help make homes warm,

21

literacy campaign

safe and dry
22

Understand the scale of the

non-weathertight homes problem

Support insurance

23

Assess the capacity for
large-scale remote working

Improve water systems

through ecological interventions
26

25

Explore options for
sewage sludge disposal

Ensure emergency water

27
Invest in water and wastewater

supply for Wellington Hospital

resilience and awareness

Support flexible
energy supply

30

29

Support widespread
adoption of electric vehicles

Leverage transportation investment to
improve Wellington's resilience

100 Resilient Cities
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To achieve this vision we have
committed to three goals and
10 interrelated programmes,
each implemented through
a series of projects.

Chapter 1

Looking back

100 Resilient Cities
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Horokiwi Stream

Wellington region

Territorial boundaries

Hongoeka

Porirua
Hutt City

Porirua City

Mana Island habitation sites

Wellington City

Takapuwahia

History – map key
Current urban areas
Māori Pa sites
Early British settlements
Peaks
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Te Tatau o Te Pō
2

Mt Kaukau 445m

Waiwhetu
First British settlement
(Brittania)

Te Moana-a-kura Pa

Early settlement
of Wellington

Pipitea Pa

Makara Hill 412m
Te Aro Pa

Mt Victoria 196m

Hutt City
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Wellington City

Porirua City

Hutt City

• Land area 29,024 ha

• Land area 18,251 ha

• Land area 37,664 ha
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Chapter 2

2020s –
Our society
is transforming
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Related projects
Goal 1 – People are connected, empowered and feel part of a community

p. 40

Programme 1.1 – Everyone thrives
2

3

Prepare for an ageing population

Reduce homelessness

Programme 1.2 – Community resilience
4

6

Help communities build resilience

Develop sustainable food networks

Programme 1.3 – Economic resilience
8

Increase economic resilience of central city and outside hubs

Goal 3 – Our homes and natural and built environments are healthy and robust

p. 80

Programme 3.1 – Homes and telecommunication
20

Help make homes warm, safe and dry

22

Understand the scale of the
non-weathertight homes problem

Programme 3.3– Transport and energy
28

30

Support flexible energy supply

29

Support widespread adoption
of electric vehicles

Leverage transportation investment to improve Wellington's resilience

100 Resilient Cities
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Horokiwi Stream

Wellington region

Territorial boundaries

Porirua

Porirua City

Hutt City

2.96 persons per ha.

Wellington City

Society – map key
Urban areas
High social deprivation
Railway
State Highway
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2.7 persons per ha.
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Wellington City

Porirua City

Hutt City

• Population: 200,000
• Population 2043: 249,997
• GDP: $117,540

• Population: 54,100
• Population 2043: 64,843
• GDP: $23,747

• Population: 101,700
• Population 2043: 109,885
• GDP: $42,721
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Note: Blue numbers relate to projects in this strategy
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Chapter 3

2030s –
The earth is moving
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Related projects
Goal 1 – People are connected, empowered and feel part of a community

p. 40

Programme 1.1 – Everyone thrives
1

Improve access to household resilience items

Programme 1.2 – Community resilience
5

Support community spaces in taking on wellbeing and post-disaster roles

Programme 1.3 – Economic resilience
9

Help improve business continuity planning

Goal 2 – Decision making at all levels is integrated and well informed

p. 60

Programme 2.1 – Governance
12

Review Wellington Lifelines Group

13

Maintain monitoring and
evaluation of resilience goals

Programme 2.2 – Information
14

Give Wellingtonians information

15

Develop a virtual reality model of
the central city built environment

they need to make decisions

Programme 2.4 – Recovery
18

Undertake recovery planning

19

Carry out post-earthquake
housing study

for the Wellington region

Goal 3 – Our homes and natural and built environments are healthy and robust
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Programme 3.1 – Homes and telecommunication
21

Support insurance literacy campaign

23

Assess the capacity for
large-scale remote working

Programme 3.2– Water and natural environment
26

Ensure emergency water supply
for Wellington Hospital

27

Invest in water and wastewater
resilience and awareness

100 Resilient Cities
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West Wind Farm

Wind turbines

Hutt City
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Parliament
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Note: Blue numbers relate to projects in this strategy
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Chapter 4

2040s –
The sea is rising
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Related projects
Goal 1 – People are connected, empowered and feel part of a community
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Programme 1.2 – Community resilience
7

Develop disaster risk management plans for heritage areas

Programme 1.3 – Economic resilience
10

Improve understanding of workforce trends

Goal 2 – Decision making at all levels is integrated and well informed

p. 60

Programme 2.1 – Governance
11

Introduce regulatory tools (including enforcement) for resilience

Programme 2.3 – Adaptation
16

17

Develop a communications and

Encourage climate

engagement strategy for the Adaptation Plan

adaptation actions

Goal 3 – Our homes and natural and built environments are healthy and robust

p. 80

Programme 3.2 – Water and natural environment
24

Improve water systems through
ecological interventions

25

Explore options for sewage
sludge disposal

100 Resilient Cities
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